will disapprove for gerrymandering when the voting strength of a readily identifiable political group is not substantially reduced. 7 This comment will attempt to define the concept of fair and effective representation and show that gerrymandering results in denial of such representation. The comment suggests that, even under a broad judicial examination of redistricting, practical problems of proof and the need for appropriate deference to legislative judgments make the courts an ineffective forum for preventing the harms resulting from many types of gerrymandering. Congress, however, can create a standard for minimizing gerrymandering of congressional districts.
8 A mathematically defined standard of compactness would provide an effective and easily understandable criterion to guide apportionment decisions and judicial review of those decisions.
I. THE IDEAL OF FAIR AND EFFECTIVE REPRESENTATION

A. The Concept of Individual Interests
Although the Supreme Court has indicated that fair and effective representation is the goal of its redistricting decisions, 9 it has rarely analyzed that concept. 10 An individual's right to representation is funlines may be little more than an open invitation to partisan gerrymandering," but nevertheless maintained " [w] hatever the means of accomplishment, the overriding objective must be substantial equality of population." Before 1973, many lower federal courts had held gerrymandering of single-member districts nonjustidable. E.g., Cousins v. City Council of Chicago, 322 F. Supp. 428, 434 (N.D. I1.) , rev 'd, 466 F.2d 830 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 893 (1972) ; Sincock v. Gately, 262 F. Supp. 789, 833 (D. Del. 1967) ; Bush v. Martin, 251 F. Supp. 484, 513 (S.D. Tex. 1966) . In Gaffney v. Cummings, 412 U.S. 735, 754 (1973) , however, the Court made it dear that the issue "is not wholly exempt from judicial scrutiny under the Fourteenth Amendment."
7 Compare Gaffley v. Cummings, 412 U.S. 735 (1973) , and Whitcomb v. Chavis, 403 U.S. 124 (1971) , with White v. Regester, 412 U.S. 755 (1973) .
8 This comment is limited to the problem of gerrymandering of congressional districts. State legislative apportionment involves different considerations and may require a different solution to gerrymandering. For example, state legislative districts are more numerous and substantially smaller in area than congressional districts, thereby increasing the importance of geographic factors and political subdivision lines. See Mahan v. Howell, 410 U.S. 815 (1973) ; Abate v. Mundt, 403 U.S. 182 (1971) . Because there are more state representatives per population unit, proportional representation might be more effective in giving representation to small interest groups. The argument for trying to represent local interests in state legislative districts is thus stronger because national issues are less likely to dominate state elections. Finally, unlike congressional redistricting, state legislative district lines are drawn by those who will run from those districts, thereby increasing the incentives to gerrymander. damentally a right to have his interests and views represented." The Court, by recognizing only the interests advocated by well-defined groups, has in effect dealt with only the broadest parameters of viewpoints-for example, "black interests" deemed to be possessed by Black people' 2 or "Republican views" deemed to be held by people who have usually voted for Republican candidates. 3 The concept of fixed groups committed to broad, ideological interests, however, is not consistent with present realities or the historic ideals of the American political system.
American political life traditionally has been viewed as nonideological. Broad questions concerning the structure of government and society have occasionally been the focus of political concern, but in general there has been a fundamental consensus on such matters. The primary focus of political concerns has been on specific issues of day-to-day policy that affect the interests of nonideological factions. 14 Representation of these individual concerns has been the ideal of American representative democracy. 15 To represent fully the concerns of his constituency, a representative must not be merely an agent whose opinions match those of some ideological majority in his district, he must be attuned to a diversity of interests. 16 An individual wishing to advocate his views will usually join with others of similar interests. Indeed, a view must be shared by a number of people before it carries weight in any democratic community. The ideal, however, envisions a great number of potentially influential groups and freedom of move- 16 The nature of the issues that animate American politics also affects the representative's role in the parliamentary process. Parliamentary interaction among representatives does not consist of pitched battles along sharply drawn ideological lines. Coalition building-realignment of political configurations in an almost constant state of mutationis the essence of the process. A representative heavily committed to an ideological position arising from a politically homogeneous constituency has little incentive to engage in the political trade offs necessary to the coalition-building process, and a parliamentary body in which many members represent homogeneous constituencies dominated by ideological interests would be incapable of sustaining a flexible coalition-building process. ment among them, thereby allowing an individual to obtain representation of his own diversity of views. Although the individual is likely to be committed to a group whose views he does not completely share, a wide variety of influential groups and continual restructuring of groups and coalitions allows the individual to ally himself with whatever group represents the views he regards as most important at any given time. At times relatively stable groups will form that represent a significant percentage of the relevant electorate. Racial and ethnic minorities, for example, have often formed such groups.
1 7 These views must be represented, but where such a group has a controlling voice in elections for an extended period of time, either alone or in combination with a small number of other stable groups, a representative supported by the controlling group is able to maintain his position without ever considering the interests of those in the community who do not share the controlling group's views.
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B. Designing Congressional Districts to Serve the Ideal
Politically Competitive Districts.
In order to achieve this ideal of effective representation, legislatures should be apportioned so as to minimize the extent to which any representative is able to rely solely on a single interest group for his support. A competitive election in a district with diverse interests requires candidates to try to build successful electoral coalitions by granting concessions to potentially hostile groups. 19 The creation of a coalition thus provides access to power for those groups incapable of electing a representative committed solely to their viewpoints. 20 The advantages of the politically competitive district are brought into sharper focus by an examination of the major alternative, proportional representation.
Proportional Representation Districts.
Many have argned that effective representation is better achieved by proportional representation in either single-or multi-member districts, than by politically 17 See E. BANFIELD 9-J. WILSON, CITY POLITICS 89-94, 134-37 (1963) . 18 The greatest denial of fair representation, therefore, occurs when 51 percent of the relevant voting population belongs to a stable interest group and the remaining 49 percent are of diverse interests. If the 49 percent represent a competing group, they might be able to threaten the dominant group. Where there is a diversity of interests among those not part of the controlling group, however, they are not needed in an electoral coalition nor can they pose a substantial threat to the dominant group. competitive single-member districts. 21 The purpose of proportional representation-to provide an arithmetical reflection in the legislature of all numerically significant sets of political opinions and interests in the electorate 2 2 -is often considered synonymous with increasing the representation of political minorities. 23 Proportional representation, in its pure sense, requires multi-member districts. 24 It is being suggested with increasing frequency, however, that the drawing of singlemember district lines to ensure that certain minorities will be successful in electing one of their own achieves the spirit, if not the mathematical exactitude, of proportional representation. 25 433 (1965) , and are permissible where they afford minorities a greater opportunity for participation in the political processes than single-member districts. Zimmer v. McKeithen, 485 F.2d 1297 , 1308 (5th Cir. 1975 REv. 84 (1972) . Indeed, providing representation to factions that might otherwise not be able to elect a member of their group under a single-member system has been referred to as " [t] he principal justification for gerrymandering." Edwards, supra note 6, at 896; see Dixon, supra note 5, at 251. But see text and notes at notes 29-31 infra.
however, whether the assured election of a chosen representative of every interest group of substantial size will promote truly effective representation.
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The major drawback of proportional representation in multi-member districts is that it reduces the need for coalition building and interplay among interests at the electoral level. 2 7 Although multi-member districts may give representation to minorities previously unable to elect a representative devoted solely to their cause, the very fact that the minority obtains an exclusive representative shifts any interplay to the parliamentary level. At that level, each representative will view his role as spokesman for his group rather than as a legislator representing more diversified interests. Often it is minorities themselves that will be harmed by this creation of conflict and ideological debate at the parliamentary level.
28
Single-member districts drawn to guarantee minority representation create several additional problems. Proponents of systems that guarantee certain interest groups an exclusive representative must first make the difficult decision of which interests are entitled to be represented. 29 Even if it were possible to choose such an interest fairly and to identify the voters allied to that interest, there is no reason to believe that those voters will view the selected interest as transcending in importance all their other economic and social views. Many voters may not wish to have the interest be the basis for selection of a representative 30 and will either refuse to vote on the basis of the chosen interest (in which case the system does not work) or will vote the interest because they feel "locked in" (in which case the system denies representation to their other interests). Where a majority of the voters do vote on the basis of the selected interest, groups representing other interests will be relegated to permanent minority status and may lose their incentive for political activism. The group that represents the chosen interest also may lose its incentive to maintain close contact with the voters, because it is guaranteed continuing success. Viewed from a state-wide perspective, such a scheme may have the additional defect of "wasting" minority votes in a district in which they are not needed. Thus, both types of proportional representation reduce the need for coalition building and interplay at the electoral level, and single-member districts effectively exclude divergent groups from the political process. Districts designed to guarantee proportional representation to identifiable political groups are not constitutionally required. 3 2 The Constitution guarantees to each interest group an equal right to participate in the political system-not electoral victory. Politically competitive districts best promote the responsiveness needed for fair and effective representation. It remains to determine how gerrymandering impairs this representational ideal.
C. The Harm Inflicted by Gerrymandering
Gerrymandering is based on the identification of stable groups that, if they constitute a majority of the district, can elect a representative without creating a coalition. The goal of gerrymandering is to create a districting plan that facilitates the retention of seats by incumbents or allowi the political group in power to enlarge the number of seats it holds. 33 Providing incumbents with safe seats is generally accomplished by giving them as large a majority as possible and by not placing more than one incumbent in the same district. 84 The interest groups that can be expected to support each incumbent are identified and the districts structured accordingly. This form of gerrymandering is most common where the apportioning legislature is not controlled by any single group; 3 5 such a plan benefits incumbents from opposing political groups by providing them with stable majorities in different districts. Where one party or group controls apportionment, it may increase its strength by concentrating the major opposition in a few districts while drawing each remaining district to provide a clear majority for itself. In theory, the most efficient gerrymander would produce many districts in which voters supporting those responsible for the redistricting would be a bare majority of the electorate. In practice, however, no controlling group is completely confident of its continuing support or its estimated strength; "comfortable majorities" or "calculated landslides" are therefore the rule in most districts. A. HACKER, CONGREssIONAL DISTMcrING 47 [41:398 In almost every case, therefore, gerrymandering creates safe districts. This tactic diminishes effective representation by decreasing the number of politically competitive districts 37 and by reducing the effectiveness of the franchise through a reduction in the number of voters whose vote can affect the outcome.
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Political gerrymandering affects the quality of representation in another sense. In a safe district, where victory is guaranteed, the controlling party is not forced to select its best candidate and may use the seat as a reward for the party faithful. 39 Incumbents may be able to continue in office without accounting to the voters in any significant way. 4 0 Although a potential primary challenge may compel a degree of responsiveness, a primary is generally a less adequate forum than a general election for raising important political issues. 41 Most important, gerrymandered districts minimize the need to fuse various small or single-issue groups into an electoral coalition, thus removing the only significant opportunity for those groups to be heard.
II.
INEFFECTIVENESS OF JUDICIAL REMzEDIES TO COMBAT
GERRYMANDERING
Although political gerrymandering reduces the effectiveness of representation, it is unclear to what extent it is unconstitutional. One view is that only gerrymandering schemes that substantially close off a welldefined interest group's access to the electoral process are unconstitutional. 42 Under this view, the Constitution would not prohibit schemes (1963). These principles are well illustrated by the 1962 New York election, in which the Republican Party elected 51 percent of the state's congressmen with 49 percent of the two-party vote. In eight out of twenty winning races, the Democrats had from 70.1 percent to 80.8 percent of the votes; in the twenty-one Republican districts, the winner's highest percentage was 68.3. The average Democratic majority was 64.6 percent, while the average Republican figure was 60.8 percent. that merely dilute access, and the burden would fall on Congress to minimize the opportunities for state legislatures to impose such abuses. The other view of the Constitution's protections is that fair and effective representation is absolutely guaranteed, 43 and only insignificant deviations from that concept are constitutionally permissible.
The Supreme Court has traditionally struck down only gerrymandering schemes that substantially denied access to identifiable political groups. 44 It has been suggested that the second, more absolutist view should be adopted by the Court; 4 5 it is questionable, however, whether the courts can provide an adequate forum for the enforcement of the more absolutist view. Although subtle cases of gerrymandering would be justiciable, 46 practical difficulties in proving a dilution of fair and effective representation, problems in making the possibly required showing of a legislative intent to discriminate, and the basic necessity for deferring to justifiable legislative decisions might still prevent the courts from remedying all but the most flagrant instances of gerrymandering.
A. Difficulties in Proving the Prima Facie Case
Even under the more absolutist doctrine, the plaintiff must be able to prove some denial of fair and effective representation. In Whitcomb v. Chavis 47 and White v. Regester, 48 the Supreme Court held that a plaintiff may show such a denial by establishing that because of the redistricting plan he, and persons sharing his interests, "had less opportunity than did the other residents in the district to participate in the political processes and to elect legislators of their choice." 49 The Court appears also to require a showing that the legislature intended to discriminate against the plaintiff and his group in drawing the redistricting plan. 50 Both elements of proof are extremely difficult to establish except where the gerrymander is directed against a clearly identifiable and stable group.
Proving Denial of Fair and Effective Representation.
Where a plaintiff has proved that his district is controlled by a stable political group or coalition whose interests do not coincide with his interests, he has shown that he is less represented than the supporters of the controlling group. This proof, however, is insufficient to demonstrate a denial of fair and effective representation. The plaintiff must also show that, if the districts had been drawn differently, his representation would have been greater. Such proof will almost always require evidence that an interest group of which the plaintiff is a member would have been part of an influential coalition. 5 1 Proof of membership in a group that would be better represented under a different plan is difficult where an individual seeks protection for the representation of interests that are not readily identifiable. Even if the plaintiff can demonstrate that he would be better represented if the districts had been structured differently, the court would have to consider the impact of alternative plans on voters in the entire area being districted. There may be instances where it is impossible to draw a districting plan that does not create some districts in which a single group dominates. Proof that the plaintiff's political group does not have congressional seats in proportion to its voting potential will therefore fall short of establishing a prima facie case. 
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was a history of racial discrimination in the voting process, and the multi-member districts established by the apportionment plan, in conjunction with a variety of state rules and procedures, substantially excluded Blacks and Mexican-Americans from the electoral process. The Constitution impels special sensitivity to racial exclusions, 54 and in Regester it was possible to prove that a different districting plan would not have caused this exclusion. Similarly, in Gomillion v. Lightfoot, 55 an Alabama state law transformed the City of Tuskegee from a square shape into "an uncouth twenty-eight-sided figure," and excluded from the city district all but four or five of the city's four hundred Black voters. It was not difficult to prove that an alternative form of districting would have given more equal representation to an identifiable set of political interests. The difficulties of proof absent such a clear showing of discrimination are exemplified by the multi-member district cases. Thus, although the Supreme Court has recognized that a multi-member district might "operate to minimize or cancel out the voting strength of racial or political elements of the voting population," 56 it has found such a plan unconstitutional only where there was substantial evidence of discrimination against the identifiable group at other points in the electoral process. 5 Where the group discriminated against is not easily identifiable, the ability to prove that an alternative plan would increase the group's power in the coalition-building process will be very rare. If establishing dilution of representation is further dependent on proof of other forms of discrimination, judicial remedies for subtle forms of gerrymandering become virtually unobtainable.
Proof of intent to discriminate. In Wright v. RockefellerS 8 the
Court held that the plaintiff failed to carry his burden of proof because he had not established that the legislature was motivated by racial 54 Perhaps the most important difference between racial and other political gerrymandering is that the fourteenth amendment was adopted with the special intent of pro- [41:398 considerations in enacting the reapportionment plan under challenge. Justice Douglas, dissenting, found that the effect of drawing the boundary between two particular congressional districts was "to bring into the Eighteenth district and keep out of the Seventeenth as many Negroes and Puerto Ricans as possible." ' 5 9 He concluded that "[r]acial segregation that is state sponsored should be nullified whatever may have been intended." 60 The Court has vacillated on this question, 6 ' but a finding of intent to discriminate appears to be necessary to invalidate a redistricting plan. 62 Intent to discriminate may be provable in some instances-for example, in cases of racial discrimination, 63 -but intent is unlikely to be provable where the group discriminated against is simply "those who do not support the controlling party in a safe district."
B. Deference to Legislative Judgments
Even if the requirement of intent is not imposed and the plaintiff is able to prove a denial of representation, such a showing will not be dispositive; the court must determine whether it should defer to the legislature's judgment that the proposed plan is the best possible." 59 Id. at 60-61. 60 Id. at 61. Mr. Justice Goldberg, also dissenting, observed that all three judges below required different showings of intent. Id. at 67.
61 For cases apparently holding that an intent to discriminate is a prerequisite to a finding of unconstitutionality, see Whitcomb v. Chavis, 403 U.S. 124, 149 (1971) REv. 144, 160-61 (1967) .
02 See Note, Compensatory Racial Reapportionment, supra note 25, at 92-96. Although it might be argued that such a requirement is necessary to protect plans where some "safe" districts are unavoidable, the plaintiff must already show that the dilution could be avoided by an alternative plan in order to make out a prima fade case.
63 See, e.g., Comillion v. Lightfoot, 364 U.S. 339 (1960 Deference to legislative decisions in this area is appropriate for two reasons. First, it is extremely difficult for a court to set up standards by which to judge whether a districting plan, taken as a whole, achieves maximum representation for all groups. Where the court is in doubt, it should defer to legislative decisions rather than usurp the legislative role; any other approach would entangle the courts in political considerations that cannot be appropriately handled through the judicial process. Judicial review of gerrymandering differs markedly from, for example, the easily quantifiable standard set up by the "one person, one vote" decisions. Review of legislative attempts to meet that standard did not create many doubts as to whether a more effective plan could be constructed.
The second reason for judicial deference arises from the fact that the relative importance of the many interests that combine to guide a plan must be evaluated first by the state legislatures. The state's interests may include facilitation of voter participation, promotion of the party system, compensation for past discrimination, and maintenance of traditional political and geographic subdivisions. Given the wide range of possibly justifiable legislative judgments present in redistricting, it is understandable that the Court has required proof of an-intent to discriminate. 65 Intentional discrimination is the one state interest that unquestionably does not justify a diminution of fair and effective representation.
Appropriate deference does not constitute a decision that gerrymandering cases are nonjusticiable because of a lack of standards by which to judge such cases. 66 Rather, the deference represents a recognition that the selection of a plan that maximizes fair and effective representation and the determination of when important state interests require alterations of that plan is for the legislature, unless there is clear proof of an unjustifiable impairment of fair and effective representation.
The difficulty of proving a diminution of fair and effective representation and intent to discriminate through political gerrymandering, combined with the proper judicial deference for legislative judgments, make the courts an ineffective forum for the redress of the harms of political gerrymandering. It is open to the Congress, however, to create a general standard for districting that minimizes the possibilities of political gerrymandering by the state legislatures and yet is enforceable in the courts. It is suggested that a compactness standard is appropriate to such a purpose.
III. DEVELOPING A LEGISLATIVE ALTERNATIVE
It has been noted that maximizing fair and effective representation requires legislative decisions that evaluate each district within each plan. A guide of general application must therefore be constructed as a prophylactic measure that will minimize political gerrymandering rather than attempt to define the absolute maximum of representation. The standard must be one that legislatures and courts can use conveniently in formulating and reviewing reapportionment plans. 68 Illinois, for example, has had various constitutional compactness provisions since 1870. The Illinois compactness requirement was interpreted in 1895 in People ex. rel. Woodyatt v. Thompson. 7 5 No definition was specified in the Illinois Constitution, so the court found that "compact" meant "closely united." 76 Recognizing that this standard was no more judicially manageable than the simple requirement that districts be "compact," the court held:
There is a vast difference between determining whether the principle of compactness of territory has been applied at all or not, and whether or not the nearest practical approximation to perfect compactness has been attained. The first is a question which the courts may finally determine; the latter is for the legislature. 77 Review of reapportionment plans under this type of vague standard requires such deference to legislative judgments as to prohibit only the most extreme examples of gerrymandering. A more explicit standard is necessary to minimize gerrymandering effectively.
A district has achieved maximum compactness when the greatest distance between two points in the district cannot be reduced without decreasing the total area of the district. Circular districts are therefore the most compact. Circular districts, however, would exclude some persons altogether, so a relative compactness standard is necessary. The relative compactness of two districts can be measured by dividing the perimeter of each district by the perimeter of a circle equal to the district in area 7 8 or by dividing the area of the district by the area of the smallest possible circumscribing circle. 7 9 Under either measurement, the closer the result, or "compactness index," is to one, the more compact the district.
An accommodation between compactness and the "one person, one vote" principle must be reached to allow for differences between population densities and the contours of the boundaries of the various states. An appropriate solution is to require all congressional district maps to be drawn so as to minimize population variances among the districts and to maximize the compactness of the districts. The state's lowest possible compactness index would be the average of the indices of each district in a districting plan drawn exclusively to minimize population variances and maximize compactness.
Legislatures would have to use computers to determine the lowest possible compactness index.
0 A de minimis variation should be permitted so that the legislatures can correct minor difficulties, such as district boundaries drawn in the middle of a block. If the permissible variance is too great, however, the legislature would regain a large degree of the discretion that was withdrawn from it by the compactness requirement. The permissible variation from the lowest possible compactness index should be determined by Congress after empirical research.
B. The Relationship between Compactness and Effective Representation
The basic usefulness of the compactness standard is as a prophylactic measure that limits the possibility of legislative gerrymandering and increases the ability of courts to review districting plans. There is some disagreement, however, as to whether compactness would unduly reduce effective representation by increasing homogeneity, thus decreasing the importance of the coalition-building process.,, It is generally agreed that heterogeneous districts are conducive to party competition. It is not at all clear, however, that a compactness requirement would impair political heterogeneity.
8 2 Compared to gerrymandered districts, compact districts more effectively preserve political heterogeneity, because they frustrate attempts to construct safe districts for incumbents or isolate opposition votes in certain dis-tricts. The use of such techniques maximizes political homogeneity, which, by definition, makes a district noncompetitive. Compact districts would maximize only territorial continuity, and possibly ethnic, racial, or economic homogeneity. Members of the same ethnic, racial, and economic groups do not always live in close geographic proximity.
8 3 Even where this proximity exists, compactness does not necessarily increase political homogeneity. Within each group, members will hold a wide variety of views on political questions, and in a large city, a compact district will usually contain parts of a number of diverse communities.
8 '
Effective representation is reduced only if candidates do not need to build and rebuild coalitions within their districts in order to maintain their seats. This unresponsiveness is unlikely to arise in a district not created precisely for that purpose. A compactness standard is therefore not only preferable to gerrymandering but also no more likely to result in reduced effectiveness of representation than any other objective standard for drawing district lines. Such a standard is more administratively workable than the alternatives and also promotes competitive elections by facilitating transportation and media access within the district.
C. Respect for Political Subdivision Boundaries
Rare situations may arise in which giving weight to factors other than compactness would increase the effectiveness of representation-for example, where the use of traditionally significant political subdivision lines would improve the electoral process.
8 5 A geographic unit may have a long and important tradition as an electoral unit, with practices or organizations that play important roles in facilitating political debate and voter participation. Highly active reform groups and voters' leagues are examples of such organizations. 8 6 Noncompactness might be justified by a showing that it is essential to preserve important traditional political subdivisions, but the burden would be on the legislature to show that the subdivision lines were selected because of their historic importance and that the historic importance was a neutral criterion aid-83 See Mayhew, supra note 40, at 273. 84 According to one commentator, the "urban center contains a wide spectrum of party, factional, social, economic, and other differences that hardly comprise a monolithic interest." Baker, supra note 68, at 77-78; see Neal, supra note 27, at 279. But see T. DYE, PoLrTmcs, EcONOmiVcs, AND TmE PuBuc 57 (1966) . 85 See Abate v. Mundt, 403 U.S. 182 (1971) .
86 Political parties are, of course, such groups, but to permit legislatures to use the strength of party organizations to determine districting lines would defeat the purpose of enacting a compactness requirement. The exception should therefore be limited to nonpartisan groups.
ing the electoral process, rather than a camouflage for gerrymandering. Respect for other factors, such as access to area-wide communications, might arguably also justify a deviation from compactness. However, in order for compactness to serve its prophylactic function, legislative discretion must be severely limited, and therefore justifications for noncompactness should be restricted to respect for traditional political subdivisions. A statute requiring compactness should also permit any person qualified to vote in a congressional election to bring an action to enforce the statute in his state. This would allow the voter to bring suit to enforce the statute without requiring him to prove discrimination against an identifiable group of which he is a member. 8 7 The statute proposed in this comment allows some legislative discretion with respect to protection of traditional political subdivisions, but would prevent the legislatures from using their districting power to protect the seats of incumbents or to increase the holdings of the dominant party. The statute also allows the courts to remedy the serious injustice of gerrymandering without exceeding the institutional and constitutional limits of their competence. Most important, the statute would bring the electoral system a step closer to "fair and effective representation for all citizens."
Robert S. Stern
87 See text and notes at notes 51-57 supra.
